Chapter-2
Worksheet-1
Choose the correct option:
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1. Tools of early man were made of
a. Gold
b. Copper
c. Stone
d. Soil
2. The early man lived in ___.
a. Hut, Forest
b. Building, Rivers
c. Building, Forest
d. Hut
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3. The Palaeolithic age is divided into how many phases
a. 3
b. 2
c. 5
d. 4
4. Food gatherers means
a. Who exchange food in return of food
b. Who roam for the production of food
c. Who roams in search of food
d. Who roam in search of gathering grass

5. The system of exchange of articles is called
a. Article system
b. Barter System
c. Both (a) and (b)
d. None of these
6. Traces of ash in the Kumool caves indicate
a. rearing of animals
b. use of fire
c. use of stone tools
d. use of water

7. Grasslands developed in many areas around
a. 800 years ago

b. 2 million years ago
c. 1,00,000 years ago
d. 12,000 years ago
8. Tools in Hunsgi were made of
a. stone
b. limestone
c. wood
d. metal
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9. Bhimbetka is located in the present-day
a. Uttar Pradesh
b. Andhra Pradesh
c. Madhya Pradesh
d. Kerala
10. Grasslands led to an increase in
(a) animals that lived in water
(b) birds
(c) human beings
(d) animals that survive on grass
Answer the following Questions.
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11. What is Site?

12. How were stone tools used in the past?

13. How many years ago did the climate change take place?

14. Mention the two techniques that were used to make stone tools.
15. How did people become farmers?

16. What were the findings at Mehragarh?

17. What do you know about the work division among men and women in
the ancient past?

18. What were the various reasons for hunter-gatherers to move from place
to place? Mention in detail.
19. Who discovered the cave paintings site in France? How many years ago
these paintings were made?
20. Name a Neolithic site in Turkey? What were the findings there? How
those things were carried to Turkey?

